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Resumen
Esta tesis presenta un nuevo modelo y análisis de estabilidad en micro-redes ac equipadas
con control primario. Un modelamiento en el marco de referencia dq0 es propuesto para la
operación de la red en forma interconectada. Un método de punto fijo es propuesto para
encontrar el punto de equilibrio. Este método es a su vez comparado con un modelamiento
fasorial entregando resultados cercanos. La operación en modo isla es tambien estudiada me-
diante una homotoṕıa, partiendo del modo conectado. La aplicabilidad de las metodoloǵıas
propuestas es demostrada usando una variante del sistema de prueba de CIGRE para apli-
caciones de baja tension.
v
Abstract
This thesis presents a new modelling and stability analysis for ac microgrids equipped with
primary control. A complete model in the reference frame dq0 is presented for grid connected
operation. A fixed point algorithm is proposed to find the equilibrium point. This method
is compared to a Newton’s algorithm over the conventional phasor model. An homotopy
method is proposed for the analysis of islanded microgrids. Simulations in Matlab/Simulink
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Renewable energies and storage devices are key technologies for the Colombian case, due to
the necessity of diversification of the energy mix, in the national transmission system (NTS),
and the requirements of affordable and reliable generation in the non-interconnected zones
(NIZ). In both cases, the aforementioned technologies require to be integrated under the
concept of microgrid in order to guarantee high efficiency and reliability. New methods for
stability analysis are also required, considering both the grid connected (for the NTS) and
the islanded operation (for the NIZ). The later is particularly challenging due to the lack of a
stiff network that maintains a constant voltage and frequency. In that case, the microgrid is
responsabile for supplying its own auxiliary services including primary control of frequency
and voltage.
Different control strategies have been proposed for the primary control of ac microgrids [1].
Most of these strategies are designed for ad-hoc configurations and require fast communica-
tions among devices [2]. Nevertheless, the most general and practical solution is the con-
ventional droop used on the automatic generation control [3]. This type of control has the
following advantages: i) it can be implemented in synchronous machines as well as in power
electronic converters, ii) the control requires only local information, and hence, it does not
require communications among devices, iii) is a simple control that does not require integral
windup as is the case of PI controls.
Despite its simple implementation, the analysis of the primary control in ac microgrids is
1
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challenging due to the nonlinear behaviour of the power electronic converters. In addition,
the analysis must include the internal dynamics of the converters and their interactions.
Therefore, a precise but simple model of the microgrid is required.
1.2 Problem Description
The threat represented by the climate change and the volatility of the fuel prices have encour-
aged the transformation of the conventional electric systems into the concept of microgrid,
that is, a grid of low or medium voltage which can operate either interconnected or isolated
from the main grid. Microgrids integrate efficiently non-conventional renewable sources, stor-
age elements, controllers, communications and local consumers. Most of these technologies
work on dc, therefore a power converter is needed in order to be added to the conventional
ac grid.
Although the usage of microgrids is emerging in Colombia, it represents an opportunity
for diversification of the energy mix and a possible modification of consumption habits. Cur-
rently, the scientific research has faced challenges regarding of the operation and control of
microgrids, aimed to guarantee the optimal and safe operation of each component and caring
about constrains of security in case of communications faults, grid protection in case of elec-
tric faults, the interconnection between the components from different nature and the high
power variability.
The classic control of a microgrid has a hierarchical structure with three levels that are
similar to the structure of the conventional electric power systems. In the lower layer, the
primary control is in charge of regulating the system frequency and voltage. In a medium
level, the secondary control distributes the load among generation and distributed storage
devices. Finally, at the top level the tertiary control optimizes the flow with the main grid.
In the mode of connection to the grid, the system frequency and voltage do not represent
a drawback for the microgrid, since these variables come fixed by the main grid. Hence, it
is more challenging studying the control of the microgrid when commutes for islanded mode
where power has to be provided to the critical loads and the primary control system has to
manage the frequency and voltage autonomously. The control of these two variables turns
out to be a non-lineal problem, thus the analysis is complex. With this in mind, the next
research question comes up: How to analyse the stability of the primary control on
islanded microgrids regarding the unbalance and the non-linearity of the sys-
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tem?
Solving this query is quite difficult since intrinsic properties of the system have to be
considered such as bidirectional flows, low inertia, complex grid topology and generation
uncertainty among others, which bring as a consequence the fact the most important variables
of the system (frequency and voltage) might be out of the allowed operational limits.
1.3 Study Objectives
1.3.1 General
To analyze the stability of the primary control of ac microgrids operating on islanded mode,
including a simplified but general model of the dynamical system in order to define conditions
for the suitable operation of the grid.
1.3.2 Specifics
• To study the classic models of the primary control in ac microgrids.
• To propose a generalized model of the ac microgrid.
• To stablish a methodology for finding the equilibrium point of the ac microgrid.
• To analyze stability using the small signal theory.
1.4 Theoretical Framework
1.4.1 General Definitions
It is required previous knowledge at different engineering branches to control and operate an
ac microgrid. Hereafter, it is presented some basic definitions associated with the components
show in Figure 1.1.
Distributed Generation (DG)
This is a concept generally related to microgrids that consists of electric generation in a
small scale, whose main resources are commonly renewable (solar, wind, thermal, etc.), with






Figure 1.1: AC Microgrid Components [4]
a particular characteristic with regards to the location as components are close to the loads
or consumers [5].
Microgrid (MG)
A microgrid is an ”agregation” of loads and microsources of generation, which work as a
unique system and provides energy and heat. Most of the microsources must be based on
power electronics to provide the necessary flexibility in order to work as a unique aggregated
power system. This flexibility of control allows to be represented as a unified controlled unit
which satisfies the local needs of reliability and security [6]. This concept differs from the
previous one, in the way as the components are aggregated including communications among
units of generation and capability of isolated operation in case of problems coming up in the
grid. This should have autonomy in the matter of connection and disconnection, which is
not possible with the DG where the component has to be disconnected automatically in this
situation.
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Communication systems
The communication systems play and very important role, since they are in charge of super-
vising the microgrid converters through the bidirectional flow of information which contains
generally voltages, power flow, load connection and disconnection. The communication net-
works for MGs are classified according to the coverage area. Some types are the Home
Area Networks (HAN), the Neighborhood Area Network (NAN) and the Wide Area Network
(WAN) [7].
Control systems
The success of the communications is highly related to the control structure and scheme of
the MG, in some international scientific literature articles are classified in two groups. The
first one include active techniques of which in turns are subclasified into four types: centered
control, master-slave, ring structure and average load delivery; the second group has the
droop schemes [8]. Hereafter, some of them are described:
• Centered control (Master-slave): In the case of the centered scheme (see Figure 1.1), a
central controller is used to regulate the action of the elements of the network with the
aim of keeping the balance of active and reactive power [9].
• Ring structure: in this control strategy the power distribution has a circular trajectory
among the converters, Its require a communication scheme of bidirectional data, which
will allow to have exchangeable modules on real time [10].
• Droop control: For the droop schemes its not needed a complex communication system
(not a critical communications systems) among the parallel connected modules, since
each module sets its phase and voltage reference according to the load (active power
and consumed reactive power) [11]. This scheme of control is show in Figure 1.2.
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Figure 1.2: Microgrid and their voltage and droop control [12]
Power converter
They are in charge of transforming the electric energy coming from the small generators from
the renewable energies (for instance, photovoltaic energy), storage (batteries, capacitors, fly-
wheels) and controllable loads. Only forced-commutated converters are considered since these
allow complete controllability of active and reactive power.
1.5 State of the Art
Modelling
This work is intended to embrace the analysis of the stability of the microgrids which rely
on a strategy of primary control operating on an isolated mode, looking for conditions which
guarantee stability and proper operation of the system. Inside this research topic some works
have been carried out in the Universidad Tecnológica de Pereira and other Colombian uni-
versities; where different strategies of control, topology for controlling converters, component
developments for synchronizing the microgrids with the main grid and others are analyzed,
which are helpful to solve in a minor way the problems triggered by this new grid concept [13].
Currently, in the international literature it can be found several microgrid models, most
of them designed for small signals stability analysis through the representation in state of
spaces [14]. Other authors propose models based on the admittance to carry out the sta-
bility analysis using the Routh-Hurwitz stability criteria, where the stability conditions are
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provided in terms of physical parameters of the system, such as the one proposed in [15].
Some authors propose other kind of models based on phasor representations of the MGs, for
instance the one proposed in [16] named Impedance matching based stability criteria for ac
microgrids.
A very remarkable aspect in the microgrid modelling and which is independent from the
type of model used for the stability model, as well the grid operation mode, has to do with
the reference framework in which it is developed the model of each one of the elements of
the microgrid. In [14], [15] and [17], the authors propose different stability analysis with a
common matter which is the system modelling is developed in the 0-d-q framework. These
show a clear reference point to start the modelling stage required by the research.
Stability Analysis
The stability can be defined as the capability of the system to stay in balance after the
system has suffered a disturbance. These disturbances might affect the system stability in
multiple ways, therefore the literature has proposed classifications for analyzing the stability
of electric power systems. In [18] it is proposed a detailed classification taking into account
the disturbed variable in the power system, the magnitude of the disturbance and the time
frame should be considered to analyze the stability problem.
Due to the implicit properties of the microgrids and the existing differences from the con-
ventional power systems, the stability has to be analyzed from a different perspective [19].
Some authors have contributed with the microgrids stability classification, in [19] and [20] it
can be found works about the microgrids stability in three classes, namely: 1) Small signal
stability, 2) Transient stability, and 3) Voltage stability.
The small signal stability is related to the small disturbances due to small changes on the
load, capability power limits of generation sources, system storage and weakness on control
systems. In [21] and [22], the authors show the analysis of small signal on microgrids based
on the linearization of the model close to an operation point.
Regarding the transient stability in [23], the authors carry out a classification of the state
of the art according to the operation mode of the microgrid which shown a general focus on
the study of big disturbances, type of faults and big changes on the charge, to analyze this
type of stability non-linear models are used with techniques such as Lyapunov functions.
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With regards to the voltage stability in the literature it can be noticed it is associated
with the limits of reactive power, dynamic charge and changes on the transformers taps [19].
1.6 Contributions
The main contributions of this thesis are presented in the following three items:
• Modelling: a complete dynamic model for three-phase microgrids and smart distribu-
tion systems is studied and all the components are modelled in a dq0 reference frame. A
simplified model of the power electronic converters is proposed using the Akagui/Aredes
power theory and is compared to a complete vector oriented control model.
• Equilibrium point: The contribution of this step is related with the algorithm for
solving the equilibrium point in the dq0 reference frame on the CIGRE microgrid sys-
tem. In this thesis the connected and islanded equilibrium point is found. For both
operation modes this point is found using a fixed point iteration similar to the Gauss
method. Based in the connected operation mode is proposed a strategy to find the
islanded equilibrium point.
• Stability analysis: A stability analysis is accomplished over a complete islanded mi-
crogrid system (loads, converters, lines) are include, the results show a stable microgrid
around of the stable state point al least in small signal, under a select the values of the
active and reactive power delivers by the converters. This is achieved by small signal
stability theory.
1.6.1 Research results
• Authors: Manuel Bravo, Alejandro Garcés, Oscar D. Montoya, Carlos R. Baier. Title:
Non-linear Analysis for the Three-Phase PLL: A New Look for a Classical Problem.
Presented in 2018 IEEE 19th Workshop on Control and Modeling for Power Electronics
(COMPEL), June 25, 2018, Padova, Italy.
• Authors: Manuel-Fernando Bravo, Alejandro Garcés, Sandra Pérez-Londoño. Title:
Power Flow in Islanded Microgrids: Formulation and Convergence Analysis. Acepted
in IEEE PES General Meeting 2019, August 4-8, 2019, Atlanta, GA, USA.
• Authors: Manuel Bravo-López, Alejandro Garcés, J. Mora-Flórez. Analysis of Micro-
grids on the 0dq Reference Frame: Dynamical Model, Equilibrium Point and Averaging.
Submitted to Electric Power System Research.
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1.7 Structure of the Thesis
The objective of this thesis is to perform a stability analysis to an islanded ac microgrid.
This includes performing processes such as: modelling the of microgrid elements finding the
point of steady state as is mentioned in section 1.6. Chapter 3 presents a complete dynami-
cal model of the grid. It starts by a three-phase modeling in the reference frame abc which
is transformed by using the invariant Parks transformation in order to obtain a compact
representation on the dq0 reference frame; a simplified model of the power electronic convert-
ers is also presented in this section. Next, two algorithms for finding the equilibrium point
are developed in Chapter 4 1. This algorithms has different approaches but fulfill the same
function of find the islanded equilibrium point of a test system. Furthermore, the algorithm
that comprises the more detailed grid model is submitted to a stability analysis based on
eigenvalue analysis, this is explained in Chapter 5. Finally the test system parameters of
CIGRE benchmark low voltage microgrid and the mathematical background are presented
in Appendix A.
For better understanding, the structure of this thesis is shown in Figure 1.3. Each chapter
is depicted by a rectangle containing the main features of it, the next chapter will involve the
conclusions of the previous chapter. For instance, Chapter 2 contains the converter model
that is used to complete the microgrid model proposed in Chapter 3, in the following chapter
the resulting complete microgrid model is used to find the equilibrium point based in two
proposed algorithms and finally in Chapter 5 the equilibrium found is used to linearize the













Figure 1.3: Structure of the thesis
1The terms NIPF and OP-CM are used in chapter 4 to refers two proposed algorithms that allow to
obtain the islanded microgrid equilibrium point, so called Islanded Newton Power Flow and Optimization
and Contraction Mapping methods, respectively.
Chapter 2
Model of the converter
2.1 The voltage source converter
One of the most important elements in microgrids is known as a power electronic converter
and is in charge for integrating distributed generation sources and local loads into the system.
Therefore, studying this element is very useful for subsequent analyzes associated with the
microgrid operation. The conventional scheme of a VSC comprises the set of semiconductors
switches like gate-turn-off thyristors (GTOs), insulated gate bipolar transistors (IGBTs), or
gate controlled thyristors (IGCTs) organized in three legs (depending on the nature of the
system to which it is going to connect). This switches receives the control signals (pulses),
coming from the pulse width modulator (PWM) to produce a controlled dc voltage and con-
vert of one type of current to another, for instance (dc - ac) as is show in Figure 2.1.
Figure 2.1: Three-phase VSC connection to the main grid scheme [24]
For the three-phase case the switches are drives by a sequence function that alternatively
10
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Table 2.1: Sumary of operation modes of power electronic converters [27]
Converter Representation Attributes
Grid Following Current source
Deliver power references to an energized grid
Should be perfectly synchronized
No islanded mode (additional power converter manage f and |V |)
Operate by high level controller
Requires PLL
Grid Forming Voltage source
Setting the references voltage amplitude |V | and frequency f
Should be perfectly synchronized in parallel operation with others converters
Islanded mode




Regulate the grid frequency f and voltage amplitude |V |
If is a current source it need at least one grid forming converter
Is in between grid forming and grid following
Deliver active an reactive power to keep the values of f and |V |
Voltage source operate in both modes
switch the g1 and g4 semiconductors of the first leg, g2 and g4 of the second leg and g3
and g6 of the third leg, which successively connect the terminals a, b and c of the inverter
with the dc side of the generation source, the result of this process is a square voltage wave
between the dc voltage levels +Vdc 0 −Vdc [25]. On the other hand, to control efficiently the
switch switching is required measure some variables such as dc voltage (dc link), ac outputs
voltage and currents, as is show in Figure 2.1. In all the block diagrams of this document the
variables are found in per unit and in addition those that are accompanied by * represent
reference values.
This signals are send to the control system that consists of a series of blocks connected
in cascade that modify the pulses that receive the IGBTs for example, to control the voltage
of the dc side or the active power and the reactive power that can be injected to the main
grid by the generation source.
With respect to operation mode of power electronic converters, three types were identi-
fied, namely: grid forming, grid following and grid supporting [27]. Each one is based on the
designated control objectives into the microgrid. Table 2.1 shows a summary, that allows
identify the best solution according to the microgrid needs.





























Figure 2.2: Control scheme for the grid conected VSC [26]. Note: In all the block diagrams of
this document the variables are found in per unit and in addition those that are accompanied
by * represent reference values.
2.2 Voltage oriented control
In the literature, a variety of techniques to control a VSC has been presented, such as volt-
age oriented control (VOC), resonant current controllers (RCC), hysteresis current controllers
(HCC) and model-based predictive control (MPC) [28], each one of these techniques has an
advantages which depend of the application. For the propose of this thesis the VOC is the
studied, since it is the most common strategy in the industry.
As mentioned before, the control system is composed by a set of blocks that receives and
process the signals to give the reference signals to the next block. To understand the control
scheme of the VSC, in this section is described each one of the blocks that shape the VOC
show in Figure 2.2, before starting it is necessary to remember the transformation of the
coordinates theory.
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2.2.1 Park transformation or dq0
The Park transformation performs the change of the abc three-phase components to the
synchronous reference frame components dq0. This transformation convert the sinusoidal
variables of the three-phase system to constant variables in the permanent regime. The
vector of the components for the new reference system Xdq0 is obtained by multiplying the
transformation matrix [T ] with the vector of three-phase components Xabc [29], as follows: XdXq
X0






 cos(θ) cos(θ − 2π/3) cos(θ + 2π/3)sin(θ) sin(θ − 2π/3) sin(θ + 2π/3)
1/2 1/2 1/2
 (2.2)
In the same way it is possible to return the original Xabc components by applying Park’s
inverse transformation, multiplying the inverse transformation matrix [T ]−1 by the compo-
nents vector Xdq0, as is presented in 2.3: XaXb
Xc




There are different versions of the Park’s transformation. In this thesis, the power invari-
ant Park’s transformation was used. This transformation has as main characteristics that
[T ]−1 = [T ]> meaning that the dot product is preserved. Thus, the power in both reference
frames is equal.
2.2.2 Phase locked loop (PLL)
The PLL is the element that carries out the synchronization of the converter with the volt-
age of the main grid, to guarantee the control of the active and reactive power, since the
calculation of the power in the frame of reference dq0 can be defined as:
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S = p+ jq = vdqi
∗
dq = (vd + jvq)(id − jiq) = vdid + vqiq + j(−vdiq + vqid) (2.4)
To synchronize the VSC with the voltage of main grid, the PLL estimates the necessary
voltage angle θ to apply the dq0 transformation, this assuming perfect alignment of the
voltage magnitude with the axis d, which entails that the component q of the voltage is
equal to zero. The process is show in Figure 2.3, where the ∆θ angle error can be calculated




























(b) PLL blocks diagram
Figure 2.3: Three-phase PLL phase angle estimation and control diagrams [30]
In the international literature a variety of PLL models are proposed, were the control
scheme depends on such aspects as the phase number in the system and the reference vari-
ables, for example. For this thesis study case, it is necessary a three-phase PLL were the
phase angle error was taken as a reference. The control scheme responds to the block diagram
in Figure 2.3b.
The input variables on the PLL block diagram show in Figure 2.3b are the measured
three-phase grid voltages Vabc and using the Park’s transformation are obtain the magnitude
voltages in the dq0 reference frame Vdq0. To eliminate the signal noise this transformed
measures are pass through a low pass filter, the next process comprises compute the ∆θ and
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control the value using a classical PI controller. The PLL outputs are the electrical grid
frequency f and the voltage angle θ.
2.2.3 Current control (inner-loop)
The next stage in the VOC is known as inner-loop, that is responsible of controlling the
output converter currents by controlling the output voltage, the development of this control
loop is made by the set converter-filter-grid modelling [31]. A VSC connected to an ac grid
can operate as a synchronous motor/ generator with the characteristic that its inertia is low.
Then, in the same way to a synchronous machine, the converter can manage the active and
reactive power flow, as shown in Figure 2.4 [32], where Vs is the fundamental component of








Figure 2.4: Equivalent circuit of three-phase grid connected VSC






Note from Figure 2.3a that:
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Vαβ = V e
jΦ (2.7)
Vdq = V e
j∆θ (2.8)
θ = wt (2.9)
So that:
Vdq = V e
j(Φ−θ) (2.10)
Vdq = V e
jΦe−jθ (2.11)
Vdqe
jθ = V ejΦ (2.12)
Vαβ = Vdqe
jθ (2.13)

































+ jwLIsdq + Vreddq (2.18)
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Decomposing (2.18) on its two components d and q, it is possible to notice that the








+ wLIsd + Vredq (2.20)
In (2.19) and (2.20), there is a term that presents conflict since in each equation exist a
variable that depends of the other control variable, to eliminate this problem it is enough to
define two variables that eliminate these crossed terms, as presented in (2.21) and (2.22) :
ud = Vsd + wLIsq (2.21)
uq = Vsq − wLIsd (2.22)









Already at this point it is possible to define the control scheme for the voltage at the
output of the converter represented in Figure 2.2 as inner-loop. The block diagram that




















(b) Control inner-loop axis q
Figure 2.5: Inner-loop control scheme
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The block diagram in Figure 2.5 show that it receives as inputs the reference currents
Id∗ and Iq∗, the sensed currents at the output of the converter are after passing through a
block that transforms them into the dq0 reference frame by means of the Park transform, the
frequency and the phase angle are estimated by the PLL.
2.2.4 Active (P) / dc voltage (Vdc) and Reactive (Q) power controls
(outer-loop)
The outer-loop assigns the direct and quadrature reference currents for the inner-loop. The
function of this block is to management the active and reactive power that is desired at the
output of the converter in one of the cases or in the management of the dc voltage of the
converter instead of the active power. The block for the control of the active power P or the
voltage of the dc side has the same structure as that of the block for the control of reactive
power Q, the only variant is related to the variables to be controlled and the output variables.












(b) Control outer-loop Q
Figure 2.6: Outer-loop control scheme
The control objectives of these blocks are achieved following the equation (2.4) and some
considerations in the system, among them it is assumed that the converter is ideal that is to
say there are no losses in the electronic components, so the power on the ac Pac side is equal
to the power that is transferred from the dc Pdc side or in the opposite direction. The PLL
is able to estimate the nominal values of the system and that Vd of steady state is close to 1
in pu, that is:
Pac = Pdc (2.25)
Vq = 0 (2.26)
Vd = 1 (2.27)
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Recalling equation (2.4), if the real part of this expression is taken and it is assumed
that the dc voltage is managed by an earlier stage it is possible to notice the relationship
that exists between the active power Pac and the direct axis current Id, as is present in the
following equations:
Pac = vdid + vqiq (2.28)
Pac = id (2.29)
On the other hand, when the control objective is the voltage on the dc side, only is
necessary make a change of variables between measures variables of active power and dc
voltage, also is necessary a change on the reference values if the magnitude of these variables
are not in pu, the dependence demonstration of Vdc variable with the direct axis current is
derived from consider that the system has no losses and the relationship between the dc side





VdcIdc = VdId (2.31)
When it is desired to control the reactive power Q the relation of this variable with
the current of quadrature axis iq, the action is similar to the active power control and its
foundation is limited to taking the imaginary part of (2.4), as is present in (2.32) and using
the consideration that Vd are equal to 1 pu the relation is demonstrated in (2.33):
Qac = −vdiq + vqid (2.32)
Qac = −iq (2.33)
2.2.5 Pulse width modulation (PWM)
To finish with the detailed presentation of VOC technique, the PWM block are not specified
in detail, since in the implementation for this thesis work it was not used. The inverter model
used is based on the averaged model where the inputs are the three-phase reference voltages
instead of the signal pulses from the PWM.
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2.3 Primary control in microgrids
With the microgrids integration to the power systems, a series of properties are aggregated to
this systems. This is the case of islanded operation, where a part of the electrical power sys-
tem can be operates as a total independent entity, other relevant aspect is the power sharing
between the parallel converters and also with the main grid. This characteristics requires a
rigorous monitoring of some variables on the electric power system to ensure the stable and ef-
ficient operation. The more representatives variables are the voltage |V | and the frequency f .
To control these variables the use of primary control is the most common used technique [27].
It is important analyse the behaviour of this variables, because this work focuses in the
islanded operation of migrogrids, where is necessary take into account some aspects such
as: 1) The absence of reference or slack bus which is able to maintain bus voltage and f
constants, 2) The frequency variation due to power imbalances. Thus when the microgrid
operate in islanded mode the power converters that incorporate the distributed generators
(DG) units must have an scheme of primary control, based in a frequency/active power (f/P )
and voltage/reactive power (V/Q) droop control. Since this technique operates in local way






Figure 2.7: Simplified modeling of power converter connected to a distribution network
equivalent circuit.
To understand the aforementioned relation, it is necessary to consider the power flow
through a line impedance that interconnect a power electronic converter modelled as an ideal
controllable voltage source and a voltage source that modelled the main grid, as shown in
Figure 2.7. The model of this system is described by the following equations:










With Z = R + jX and taking the real and imaginary parts of (2.35), the active and
reactive power flow general expressions are obtained:
P =













From (2.36) and (2.37) is possible demonstrate the relation (w/P ) and (V/Q) for pure
inductive line case, how is the case for high voltage (HV) and medium voltage (MV) power
systems, this is equivalent to neglected the resistive part of Z, so θ = 90. Additionally in
this line types, the power angle δ is small, so it entails that sin(δ) ≈ δ and cos(δ) ≈ 1, so









These relationships permit to control the grid frequency and voltage at the common point
of connection, by change the reference value of the active and reactive powers delivered by the
converter, respectively. The control structure for both variables are defined by the following
equations:
f − fref = −KP (P − Pref ) (2.40)
V − Vref = −KQ(Q−Qref ) (2.41)
where f − fref and V − Vref are the grid frequency and voltage deviations, and P − Pref
and Q − Qref are the necessary variations in the active and reactive power injected by the











Figure 2.8: Nodal active and reactive injected power by a)Converter with P/f droop control
b)Converter with Q/V droop control, inductive case.
converter, respectively, to manage the system variables and carry to their rated values, and
KP and KQ are the droop control gains. Graphically this relation is shown in Figure 2.8
On the other hand, is important to notice that these relations are inverse when the
transmission line is in a low voltage (LV) power system. The demonstration is similar to the
inductive case, only the next change in the considerations is make, the line impedance Z is
only resistive, so the angle θ = 0. With this in mind the droop control equations (2.36) and








It is clear from (2.42) and (2.43) the difference with the inductive line case, also the
negative sign in the reactive power in the resistive case, what it entails a change in the sign
in the KQ droop control constant. So the droop control for LV case is defined by (2.44) and
(2.45). The dynamics of droop control for this case are shown in Figure (2.9).
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V − Vref = −KP (P − Pref ) (2.44)











Figure 2.9: Nodal active and reactive injected power by a)Converter with P/f droop control
b)Converter with Q/V droop control, resistive case.
For both cases the active and reactive powers that the converter will deliver to the grid
is computed based in the block diagrams in Figure 2.10, where, f and |V | are the measured
frequency and nodal voltage respectively, fref and Vref are the nominal angular frequency
and voltage reference, Pref and Qref are the amount of active power an reactive needed in
each node.
2.4 Proposed simplified model
In general, each terminal is integrated through a power electronic converter which maintains
a constant active and reactive power, as mentioned earlier, the most common converter for
microgrid applications is the pulse-width modulated voltage source converter (VSC) and this
converter can integrate different distributed resources such as solar panels, wind turbines
and energy storage devices including batteries, super-magnetic energy storage and super-
capacitors. The control of the converter can be obtained in different ways, but the most















Figure 2.10: Control diagram of a)Nodal active power injected by converter with P/f droop
control b)Nodal reactive power injected by converter with Q/V droop control, general struc-
ture.
common approach is the vector oriented control [34] described in this chapter and summa-
rized in Figure 2.2.
In contradistinction to the complex VOC for the VSC, in this section a simplified con-
verter model on dq0 reference frame is proposed. The zero sequence current in this simplified
converter is set to zero, although a converter can inject zero sequence in the grid, it should
have a fourth leg connected to the neutral point, which is an unusual configuration in in-
dustrial practice [35]. —By using the Akagui’s instantaneous power theory [36], the current
injected in each node by the converter is obtained as function of the active and reactive power




















The model comprises a nodal (N ) currents vector JN (x, y) that is built by grouping i0, id, iq
in all the nodes of the grid. Step nodes can be also represented in JN (x, y) by making P = 0
and Q = 0, thus, this representation is general enough for practical microgrids with power
electronic converters. Notice from 2.46 that JN (x, y) is a non-linear function of nodal voltages
VN and gives all the required information for the power electronic converters. The vector JN
takes therefore the structure proposed in (2.47)
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JN (x, y) = mP (xv, yP )xv +mQ(xv, yQ)xv (2.47)
where y = (yP , yQ) are state variables from the internal control of the converters. Equa-
tion (2.47) is non-linear making the model non-linear. Notice that mQ is skew-symmetric
and mP  0 if P ≥ 0.
On the other hand, the internal dynamics of the converters can be included with any
desired level of detail. In this case, a first order model that only requires the time constant












Figure 2.11: Proposed first order model for three-phase voltage source converters
Therefore, the following equations are obtained, where τ is the time constant. This model
will be validated in the next section.
τP ẏP = P − yP (2.48)
τQẏQ = Q− yQ (2.49)
This model converter model can be classified into the converters that are controller in
the grid supporting mode in accordance with the Table 2.1, since the control objectives in
this case are inject the required power in order to set the microgrid frequency and voltage
magnitude in a admissible value according to the regulation of each grid operator. On the
other hand, is possible change the control objectives of the proposed reduced converter model
by changing the output variables in equation 2.46, with the aim of select the best solution
for the microgrid needs, for example implement a grid following converter.
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2.5 Results
This section shows the performance of both converter models described above. The SIMULINK/
MATLAB implementations are also shown. A test will show the dynamic response under the
same conditions. This with the purpose of compare them and get some conclusions.
Figures 2.12 and 2.13, show the diagram blocks for the control of grid connected VSC
using the VOC technique, and the diagram blocks for the first order proposed converter
model, respectively. In Figure 2.12 the control objectives are the dc voltage and the reactive
power, remember that the control of dc voltage can be replaced by the active power using
the same structure, only a change in the reference and measured values is required. In this
figure the references in the active and reactive power give the reference id and iq currents to
the inner-loop, and it finally give the voltage references to the VSC, so get, at the converter
output the programmed P and Q power to inject at the main grid.
Figure 2.12: Implemented VOC control for VSC grid connected
In Figure 2.13 is shown the first order transfer functions that modelling with less com-
plexity the injected active and reactive power by a VSC equipped with VOC strategy. In
this implementation the time constants in Eqs. (2.48) and (2.49) are equals to τP = 0.041
and τQ = 0.035.
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Figure 2.13: Implemented reduced model of VSC
The comparison these two models was made considering a step change in the active and
reactive power. Simulations were performed in Matlab with results shown in Figure 2.14.
In general, is possible appreciate that both models are similar in terms of the dynamics of
the active and reactive power. Is important to notice that the dynamical responses has the
characteristic of a first order model still during the transitory response, as was expected (see
Figure 2.14). In the case of the complete model the dynamical response is higly related with
the tuning process of the VOC PI controllers. However, the average model took only 1 second
in complete the simulation with a time step of 5× 10−5 seconds whereas the complete model
required 73 seconds with a time step of 5 × 10−5. This is only in one converter (recall that
the purpose of is thesis is to study a microgrid with multiple converters).
2.6 Summary of the Chapter
In this chapter the three-phase power electronic converter model is presented. Some control
modes for VSC are mentioned, to identify the most appropriate philosophy to operate the
converters on islanded microgrid operation. This allow select the grid supporting mode as
the indicate, since in this mode the converter have possibility of impose the frequency and
voltage on the microgrid, as well as, manage the inject active and reactive power.
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Figure 2.14: Dynamical response comparison of active and reactive power between the re-
duced model and the complete model of the converter, the response shows clearly the dy-
namical behaviour of a first order model.
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The conventional vector oriented control is presented in detail, there is presented all the
blocks that are responsible of control the frequency, voltage in the connection point, and the
deliver power injected by the converter. A analysis of the primary control for power electronic
converters is exposed, there the pure inductive and pure resistive microgrid study cases and
some particularities are identified.
Also, a reduced converter model is proposed on dq0 reference frame, it model comprises
two first order transfer functions that reproduces accurately the non-linear dynamics of the
converter, it requires a reduced number of parameters to adequately represent the non-linear
dynamics of the converter as is presented in Figure 2.14. However it is general enough for
practical applications considering commercial converters.
Chapter 3
Model of the grid
Modern power distribution grids include massive penetration of distributed resources such
as renewable energies, electric vehicles and storage devices [37]. These new technologies are
integrated through three-phase power electronic converters operated under a master slave
strategy in which the main grid maintain the frequency and the voltage of the grid and the
converters adapt to these conditions [1]. Dynamic analysis of this type of grids require a sim-
ple enough model to be implemented computationally with the available data, but including
the main physical effects of the system [38,39].
Most of the available models for dynamic analysis of three-phase microgrids are based on
a detailed model of the power-electronic converts oversimplifying the dynamics of the grid
and the mutual effects among components. Although this approach is suitable for labora-
tory conditions where the converters are connected to a unique bus-bar and the parameters
associated to the control are well known, it is not best option for real microgrids and power
distribution grids where each converter is placed in different nodes and the parameters of the
control are usually unknown.
Another approach consists in using a phasorial model for the grid and a detailed model
of the converters [40]. This type of model is more suitable for practical applications since
it includes the effect of the grid as well as the converters. However, a phasor model is an
approximation of the real dynamics of the grid and the following question arises: How good is
the phasor approximation in microgrid applications taking into account that the capacitance
and inductance of the grid have inherent dynamics?. This chapter addresses this question
by generating a model of the grid which consider the complete dynamics of the distribution
lines taking into account the mutual effect among the phases.
30
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3.1 Three-phase modeling
In stability studies of power systems know the model is a relevant factor. Thus, in this
thesis a the CIGRE microgrid benchmark test system [41] is selected to make the modelling
process. The original system presented in Figure 3.1, comprises a set of loads and DG grid
connected initially. The amount an location of demand and generated power is not relevant
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Figure 3.1: The CIGRE microgrid benchmark test system
The microgrid considers a slack node S and N = {2, . . . , k, . . . , n} nodes with power
electronic converters that maintains constant active and reactive power (i.e grid following
converters). Step nodes are included in the model by setting their power in zero. The set
E ⊆ N × N represents the line segment which is described by a PI-model as depicted in
Figure 3.2. Each matrix in this model considers the mutual coupling between phases, thus,
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Figure 3.2: Schematic representation of a three-phase line segment in a microgrid. In this
case, both the series and the shunt components are 3× 3 matrices
the inductance matrix has structure presented in (3.1).
L =
 lp lm lmlm lp lm
lm lm lp
 (3.1)
This matrix is constructed by placing first the variables associated to the phase A, then
the phase B and finally the phase C, thus, a simplified representation is obtained as given in
(3.2)
L = I3 ⊗ Lp + T3 ⊗ Lm (3.2)
where ⊗ is the Kronecker product, I3 a 3 × 3 identity matrix and T3 is a hollow matrix
defined as (3.3).
T3 =
 0 1 11 0 1
1 1 0
 (3.3)
Additional matrices in the model have the same structure. The following matrices are
defined:
R = I3 ⊗Rp + T3 ⊗Rm (3.4)
C = I3 ⊗ Cp + T3 ⊗ Cm (3.5)
G = I3 ⊗Gp + T3 ⊗Gm (3.6)
The terms with subscripts p and m are 3 × 3 diagonal matrices, that represents the self
and mutual parameters of inductances L, resistances R, capacitances C and conductances G
of the system.
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The incidence matrix A is calculated for the three-phase case by using I3 ⊗ A (see [42]
for more details about the three-phase incidence matrix). For the sake of simplicity, the
matrix A is separated in two sub-matrices where AN corresponds to the nodes N and AS
corresponds to the slack. It is important to notice that dim(S = 3) meaning there are three
slack nodes that correspond to each phase of the system.
The nodal voltages and branch currents are given by (3.7) and (3.8).
IN = (I3 ⊗ AN )IE (3.7)
VE = (I3 ⊗ A>N )VN + (I3 ⊗ A>S )VS (3.8)








+GVN + IN (3.10)
where JN is the current injected by the converters. This current is zero at the nodes
where a converter is not connected. Using the previously defined variables, the dynamical
model of the microgrid is obtained, where (3.11) and (3.12) represent the dynamic behaviour
of nodal voltages and branch currents as a function of the primitive parameters of elements
in the system. Therefore, the model of the grid is presented as follows:








= −RIE + (I3 ⊗ A>N )VN + (I3 ⊗ A>S )VS (3.12)
Considering that the slack node maintains a constant voltage with constant frequency
and balanced operation, (3.13) is obtained.
VS =
 vs cos(ωt)vs cos(ωt− 2π/3)
vs cos(ωt+ 2π/3)
 (3.13)
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In addition, JN contains constant power terminals that are integrated through a power
electronic converters and therefore it presents a non-linear behaviour that was studied in
Section 2.4. Notice that Model 1 is non-linear due since JN depends on the instantaneous
power as demonstrated in Chapter 2. The model is also non-autonomous due to VS which
depends on the time.
3.2 dq0 model representation
In order to simplify the analysis, the park transformation respect to the angle in the slack
node is defined as (3.14).
V dq0S = MV
abc
S (3.14)





 1/√2 1/√2 1/√2cos(θ) cos(θ − 2π/3) cos(θ + 2π/3)
sin(θ) sin(θ − 2π/3) sin(θ + 2π/3)
 (3.15)
This transformation is applied to each voltage and current as presented in (3.16) and
(3.17).
V abcN = (M−1 ⊗ In)V
dq0
N (3.16)
IabcE = (M−1 ⊗ Ie)I
dq0
E (3.17)
where In, Ie are identity matrices. The superscripts represent the reference frame.
In order to apply these transformations to Model 1, the derivative of the transformation


















Premultiplying (3.18) by (M ⊗ In) and using the properties of the Kronecker product
presented in Appendix B.1 , (3.19) is obtained.





















 0 0 00 0 1
0 −1 0
 (3.20)
Notice that Matrix (3.20) is skew-symmetric. After some calculations, the following
dynamical model is obtained:








= −RIE − L · (B⊗ Ie)IE + (I3 ⊗ A>N )VN + (I3 ⊗ A>S )VS (3.22)
for the sake of a simplified notation, the superscript is omitted, however all variables are now
in the reference frame dq0.
3.3 Proposed Model
The proposed microgrid model comprises a compact representation of Model 2. The structure
starts by defining x = (VN , IE) as state variables and y represents internal state variables
related to each converter dynamics. So the Model 3 take the next structure.
Model 3 Dynamics of the microgrid in the reference frame dq0: compact representation
Φẋ = −Ωx+ Γx+ F (x, y) (3.23)
ẏ = g(x, y) (3.24)










G + C · (B⊗ In) 0















Notice that Φ and Ω are posititive definite and Γ is skew-symmetric. Notice also, that
the only non-linear term is F (x, y) which defines the dynamics of the active components, i.e
the slack node and the converters.
Now the new system parameter matrices are defined from (3.29) to (3.32).
L = (M⊗ Ie)L(M−1 ⊗ Ie) (3.29)
R = (M⊗ Ie)R(M−1 ⊗ Ie) (3.30)
C = (M⊗ In)C(M−1 ⊗ In) (3.31)
G = (M⊗ In)G(M−1 ⊗ In) (3.32)
Notice that these matrices are constant, taking into account Equations (3.2) to (3.6). In fact,
these equations are simplified by using properties of the Kronecker product as follows:
L = I3 ⊗ Lp + K3 ⊗ Lm (3.33)
R = I3 ⊗Rp + K3 ⊗Rm (3.34)
C = I3 ⊗ Cp + K3 ⊗ Cm (3.35)
G = I3 ⊗Gp + K3 ⊗Gm (3.36)
where
K3 = MT3M−1 = diag(2,−1,−1) (3.37)
notice this matrix is constant despite being dependent on M.
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3.4 Average model
For a more suitable analysis and results visualization, in this section an average microgrid
model is proposed. This model is based on the incremental Model 4 that results of make a
change of variables and find a equilibrium point of the system, as is presented in (3.38) and
(3.39).
Model 4 Given an equilibrium point x̃ to Model 3 and defining ∆x = x− x̃ the incremental
model is proposed.
Φ∆ẋ = −Ω∆x+ Γ∆x+ F (x, y)− F (x̃, ỹ) (3.38)
τ∆ẏ = ∆S −∆y (3.39)
In this case, ∆S = (∆P,∆Q). Notice that Model 4 is completely equivalent to Model 3.
The time response of the system is strongly influenced by matrices Φ and τ in Model 4.
However, in general ‖Φ‖ << ‖τ‖ [43]. Therefore, the set of equations (3.38) and (3.39) can
be simplified as the differential-algebraic set of equations presented in (3.40) and (3.41)
Model 5 Average model
0 = −Ω∆x+ Γ∆x+ F (x, y)− F (x̃, ỹ) (3.40)
τ∆ẏ = ∆S −∆y (3.41)
Notice that (3.40) is in fact an algebraic loop which can generate convergence problems
in solvers such as Simulink. However, it can be easily managed by a direct computation of
the Euler method taking into account that (3.41) does not depend on x. The values of x are
obtained by solving the algebraic system (3.40) in each iteration using the method that will
be presented in Section 4.1.
The suitability of this model is related with the time constants of the entire system. A
microgrid that incorporate power electronic converters is a system-of-systems and the model
reduction can be done in two ways. The first possibility is to build a model of the entire
system and reduce it collectively, whereas the second is to reduce each converter model
individually before linking them into a system. The first is more accurate since it retains all
the details of the interconnected system before reduction. On the other hand,the second has
the advantage of better scalability and lower computational complexity [44]. In the specific
study case the advantages of this two routes are integrated in order to proposed a efficient
method to reduce the microgrid model in real applications as is presented in the results
section. Since a simplified model of the converter is proposed and then the model of the
complete system is reduced.
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3.5 Results
In this section a set of simulations are performed in order to demonstrate the accuracy and
the advantages of the proposed modelling methodology. First, the equilibrium point of the
entire microgrid is obtained using Model 3. This model is compared to the conventional
three-phase power flow. After that, the dynamics of the microgrid is analyzed using Model
4 and Model 5. All simulations are developed in Matlab considering the parameters of the
CIGRE microgrid benchmark test system shown in Figure 3.1.
Model 3 is evaluated using the Euler method coded in Matlab. It requires 0.8382 seconds
to run with the loads given by the CIGRE microgrid benchmark test system [41]. The load
flow results in abc reference frame are also calculated and compared to the Model 3 results in
the dq0 reference frame. This allow conclude that the modelling method has high accuracy
as is presented in Table. 3.1.
Evaluation of the averaging model is proposed to validate the averaging method, that
consist in approximate the original system (3.23) and (3.24) by the averaged system (3.40)
and (3.41), which is easier to study and allow infer dynamics properties of the original system.
This both models are implemented in a script of Matlab and the dynamical behavior is check
using the fixed point proposed method that will be exposed in the next chapter. The results
are presented in Figure 3.3. It clearly shown that the models response are very similar even
during the transient, validating that is possible to transform a non-linear differential equation
system in a algebraic system to analysis studies, validating the averaging theory.
3.6 Summary of the Chapter
In this chapter was presented a methodology to modelling three-phase power systems. The
modelling process started with a complete three-phase transmission lines representation (con-
sidering the couplings between phases), using the Kronecker product theory (Model 1). This
model was complemented with the proposed simplified converter model already presented
in Chapter 2. After that, a dq0 model representation (Model 2) was presented, using some
Kronecker product properties and some demonstrable considerations about of the Park’s
transformation. This model allows to analyze the dynamic properties more easier than in
the sinusoidal regimen.
From the dq0 microgrid model a compact representation (Model 3) was also presented,
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1 0 0 1.00 1.00 0 0
2 0 0 0.98 0.98 0.08 0.08
3 0 0 0.97 0.97 0.16 0.16
4 0 0 0.95 0.95 0.22 0.22
5 0 0 0.95 0.95 0.26 0.26
6 0 0 0.95 0.95 0.30 0.30
7 0 0 0.94 0.94 0.32 0.32
8 0 0 0.94 0.94 0.35 0.35
9 0 0 0.94 0.94 0.36 0.36
10 0 0 0.94 0.94 0.37 0.37
11 0 0 0.99 0.99 0.19 0.19
12 0 0 0.91 0.91 0.22 0.22
13 0 0 0.96 0.96 0.30 0.30
14 0 0 0.95 0.95 0.37 0.37
15 0 0 0.95 0.95 0.24 0.24
16 0 0 0.95 0.95 0.25 0.25
17 0 0 0.96 0.96 0.26 0.26
18 0 0 0.97 0.97 0.26 0.26
19 0 0 0.96 0.96 0.40 0.40
Table 3.1: Results of voltages in dq0 reference frame with power flow and proposed method.
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Figure 3.3: Dynamical behavior comparison of voltages from the complete and average models
in d and q reference frame on node 18
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this model has a state space structure, where the state variables are the nodal voltages and
line currents and the outputs are the power injected by the converters. Next, an asymptotic
grid model (Model 4) and an average grid (Model 5) were proposed using the averaging
theory. Finally some simulations validating the accuracy of the proposed models.
Chapter 4
Equilibrium point
The next step after having the power system model comprises to find the system equilibrium
point. In electric power systems it is traduced to solve the power flow problem. The power
flow is a classic problem that has been widely addressed in power systems and power distri-
bution applications. However, such methods require a constant update since the electrical
systems are undergoing a transformation due to the new concept of microgrids [45]. This
has resulted in the development of solutions to solve the problem in microgrids operating in
islanded mode [46]- [47]. Backward/forward sweep load flow methods for radial microgrids
has been proposed in [48] and [49], establishing the frequency of the system as an unknown
variable to justify the absence of the slack node; contrary to the structure of conventional
approaches these techniques require the grid to be radial, an assumption that is not always
valid in all microgrids.
In [50] a power flow algorithm incorporating the frequency variations for ring topology
balanced networks is proposed, based on the classical Newton’s method. However, this
methodology consider the YBUS as constant, despite being dependent on the frequency. Oth-
ers works related to Newton’s methods for solving the power flow problem are proposed,
in [51], [52] and [53]. In [51] a power flow model for microgrids with droop control and vir-
tual impedance is proposed for systems with low r/x ratio. On the other hand, [52] shows a
power flow algorithm for hybrid ac-dc microgrids, where the set of non-linear equations are
solved in an augmented trust region Newton Raphson method (NRM); in [53] a NRM was
presented including the frequency deviation, where the Jacobian matrix is computed in the
same way that the classical method adding the derivative of active and reactive power nodal
droop functions using the derivative of each term of the Ybus, but here the authors assign a
slack node of the system as a reference, something that is not totally true in islanded opera-
42
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tion.
Following the objective of this thesis the equilibrium point is important to make the
small signal stability analysis. In this chapter a non-conventional way to find the equilibrium
point is proposed, a fixed point iteration similar to the Gauss method is proposed for this
task. Also, a modified Newton’s method is presented as another alternative, however, as is
presented in the following.
4.1 dq0 Contraction Mapping Model
In this section is exposed a dq0 power flow that allows compute the equilibrium point of
any microgrid. The proposed model is based on some considerations applied on grid models
proposed in the previous chapter. The objective is to identify the equilibrium point and
present the incremental Model 4, adequate for the visualization and analysis of the results,
as is mentioned in Chapter 3. In steady state, ẋ = 0 and ẏ = 0 in Model 3, so the values of x
are the focus of interest since yP → P and yQ → Q, as is possible identify on the simplified
converter model (2.48) and (2.49) proposed in Chapter 2.
The model is based on a constant matrix H defined as is given in (4.1).
H = (Ω− Γ)−1 (4.1)
Therefore, the equilibrium point can be obtained as the fixed point given in (4.2)
x = H · F (x) (4.2)
Then, the equilibrium point is obtained by the fixed point iteration proposed in (4.3).
x(i+1) = H · F (x(i)) (4.3)
where i represents the iteration. The complete algorithm is presented as Algorithm 1.
Where ε is the tolerance of the algorithm and xinitial are the initial values of the voltages
and currents. Notice that, unlike the conventional power flow analysis, both voltages and
currents are calculated directly in the proposed method (recall that x = (VN , IE)). Notice
also that the matrix H is calculated only at the beginning of the algorithm and does not
require to be actualized in each iteration. Also, the proposed method does not require per
unit representation since the entire modelling is formulate in real values. This does not affect
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Algorithm 1 Fixed point iteration
yP ← P
yQ ← Q
H ← (Ω− Γ)−1
x← xinitial
δ ←∞
while δ ≤ ε Procedure:
x← HF (x)
δ ← ‖x−HF (x)‖
end while
return x
the convergence as it is demonstrated on the results section.
The algorithm 1 is a technique used to compute the microgrid equilibrium point in both
operation modes grid connected and islanded operation. For the case of grid conected mode
is only necessary to apply the algorithm 1 to find the equilibrium point. In order to reach
the thesis main objective, is necessary calculate the equilibrium point on islanded operation
mode, to achieve this in the next section is exposed an methodology that allows find the
equilibrium point using the grid connected model.
4.2 Islanded operation
The proposed methodology is based in a optimization problem, were, the objective func-
tion minimize the slack injected current and the restrictions are composed by the microgrid
Model 4, as is presented in (4.4). At the end of the optimization process the problem gives
the islanded microgrid equilibrium voltages and currents. Graphically this idea is shown in
Figure 4.1, there is possible to notice in a electrical way what is the action carried out by
optimization process into the electrical system.
min ‖Is‖
subject to
X = T (x,w)
 (4.4)













Figure 4.1: Electrical interpretation of optimization process results, to find the islanded
equilibrium point
The method hypothesis is derived from the exist relationship between the current flow
through the line that interconnects the microgrid with the main grid Is, the microgrid angu-
lar frequency w and slack voltage Vs. Such relationship can be thought as a multi-variable
function, i.e Is = f(w, Vs). To validate the hypothesis the used methodology varies w and Vs
until to find the values that satisfies Is = 0, in other words that the microgrid is operate on
islanded mode. To understand the proposed concept, in Figure 4.2 is illustrate the expected
evolution in the solution that will deliver the optimization process.
To validate the proposed method, in section 4.4 is presented the equilibrium point for
the CIGRE microgrid using the proposed microgrid Model 4. Other option to find the
equilibrium is using the mentioned Newton’s method, although this method is widely used on
interconnected grids in this case it does not represent a good solution since it does not consider
the change on the frequency of the grid. Looking the use of it, a series of modifications to
the conventional Newton’s power flow that consider the islanded grid operation are proposed
in the following.








Figure 4.2: Dynamical evolution of optimization problem solution.
4.3 Phasor modelling of the grid
This section present a detailed phasorial grid modelling formulation incorporating frequency
variations in ac islanded droop-controlled microgrids. The approach is general for radial and
meshed grids considering an arbitrary relation r/x, also include the model of droop controls
on the frequency and the voltage. Derivative of the YBUS is explicitly performed, an issue
that is whether neglected or calculated numerically in conventional approaches.
To start, consider a microgrid in islanded operation represented by a connected graph
G = (N , E) where N = {1, 2, . . . , n} are the nodes and E ⊂ N × N are the branches. To
ensure the correct analysis of this point in microgrids, three aspects must be taken into ac-
count: 1) The absence of reference or slack bus which is able to maintain bus voltage and f
constants, 2) the frequency variation, 3) the change in Ybus matrix according to the frequency.
Considering these aspects, the power flow problem formulation start with the description of
the relation between the nodal voltages VN and branch currents IE .
From the node-branch incidence matrix [A] the relation between voltages and currents
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can be established as follows:
IN = [A]IE (4.5)
VE = [A]
TVN (4.6)
Now, the nodal currents and branch voltages can be represented in fasorial way, consid-
ering the PI transmission line model with line impedance shown in Figure 4.3, that intercon-













Figure 4.3: Diagram of single-phase PI transmission line
where on the line:
VE = jwLIE +RIE (4.7)
Following in the process to find an expression for the Ybus matrix, the first step is replace
(4.6) in (4.7) to transform the branch voltages in a nodal variable form, so:
ATVN = jwLIE +RIE (4.8)
ATVN = (jwL+R)IE (4.9)
(jwL+R)−1ATVN = IE (4.10)
Pre-multiplying (4.10) by [A] on both sides and replace (4.5) in (4.11), results:
A(jwL+R)−1ATVN = AIE (4.11)
A(jwL+R)−1ATVN = IN (4.12)
Now, considering the shunt elements the Ybus matrix has the following form:
A(jwL+R)−1ATVN = IN − jwCVN (4.13)
A(jwL+R)−1ATVN + jwCVN = IN (4.14)
(A(jwL+R)−1AT + jwC)VN = IN (4.15)
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Finally, the frequency-dependent expression for the Ybus has the following form:
YBus(w) = A(jwL+R)
−1AT + jwC (4.16)
With this in mind, it is possible to formulate the power flow based on the Newton’s
method where the active (P), reactive (Q) power generations and Jacobian matrix (J) are
depend of the angle and voltages on the buses and the YBUS parameters [50], as follows :
PN = fP (v, θ, Ybus) (4.17)












On the other hand, recall that when the microgrid operate in islanded mode the power
converters that incorporate the DG units should have an scheme of primary control, that
generally is based in a frequency/active power (w/P ) and voltage/reactive power (V/Q)
droop control presented in section 2.3. Therefore, the above expressions (4.17) and (4.18)
take the following form:
Pref +KP (w − w0)− fP (v, θ, Ybus(w)) = f1 (4.20)
Qref +KQ(|V | − Vref )− fQ(v, θ, Ybus(w)) = f2 (4.21)
Another feature of islanded microgrids is the absence of slack bus, this brings as a con-
sequence that system frequency is not defined, so it is clear that the set of Equations (4.20)
and (4.21) gives a non-linear system of 2N equations with 2N + 1 variables, thus to ensure
the solution of the proposed method the system can be referred to the inertia center through
the adding of the next expression: ∑
KPiθi = 0 (4.22)
In a vector representation, (4.22) will be:
KTP θ = f3 (4.23)
Hence, the Jacobian matrix for the non-conventional frequency dependent power flow,
take the next augmented form:
J =
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The terms J11, J12 and J21 are computed as in the conventional Newton power flow







































in (4.27), it is necessary derive (4.16)
and use the implicit function theorem. Initially is defined:
YBus(w) = AYPrimA










AT + jC (4.33)
from (4.32)
(jwL+R)YPrim(w) = 1N (4.34)
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, can be obtained respectively as the real and imaginary part of
resulting expression before of substitute (4.37) in (4.33):
∂YBus
∂w
= −AYPrimjLYPrimAT + jC (4.38)
4.3.2 Proposed Power Flow for Islanded Microgrids
The Newton’s method applied to solve the flow power problem in electric power system,
consider a 2N dimension state vector X̄ and a set of non-linear vector equations Ḡ that can
be represented as:
Ḡ(X̄) = 0 (4.39)
The solution consist in found the state vector value that satisfies (4.39), this problem is
solved linearising the vectorial equation using Taylor series in each iteration k, so:









If in Equation (4.40) the superior order terms are neglected, 4.41 is obtain:
Ḡ(X̄k + ∆X̄k) = Ḡ(X̄k) + J(X̄k)∆X̄k = 0 (4.41)
Where, J is the Jacobian matrix (4.24) and the correction vector is obtained, as follow:
Ḡ(X̄k) + J(X̄k)∆X̄k = 0 (4.42)
−[J(X̄k)]−1Ḡ(X̄k) = ∆X̄k (4.43)
Adding (4.43) to the previous value of the state vector Xk the Newton’s iteration proce-
dure is formulated:
X̄k+1 = X̄k − [J(X̄k)]−1Ḡ(X̄k) (4.44)
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In the proposed power flow method the 2N + 1 non-linear equations Ḡ(X̄) with 2N + 1
variables X̄, is presented as a linear system Ḡ(X̄) = [J ]∆X̄, so:∆f1∆f2
∆f3
 =





The whole procedures of the proposed power flow method for islanded microgrids are
resumed in Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2 Newton method algorithm for island microgrids
Require: Lines data (Ld)
Require: Generation and load data (GLd)
Require: Set the initial conditions (Ic) (V = 1∠0 pu; w = 1 pu; iter = 0 and tolerance)
1: Calculate the incidence matrix A (Ld)
2: Start Newton (Ld,GLd,Ic,A,V,w)
3: while Error ≤ Tol Procedure:
4: iter = iter+1
5: Calculate the Ybus matrix
6: Compute f1, f2 and f3 Eqs. (4.20),(4.21) and (4.23)
7: Calculate Ybus derivative Eq. (4.38)
8: Compute the J matrix Eq. (4.24)
9: Calculate ∆θ; ∆V ; ∆w Eq. (4.45)
10: Update variables From Eq. (4.44)
11: Compute Error = Max(abs(∆P,∆Q,∆w))
12: end while
13: end Newton
14: return V; δ;PG;QG and w {These are the solution!}
4.4 Results
To validate the techniques proposed in this chapter, initially is compute the microgrid con-
nected equilibrium point. In Figure 4.4 is presented the contraction mapping convergence
graphic, there is possible observe the state variables error evolution as iteration number are
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augmented, from this it is easy to notice that the method achieve high accuracy in few itera-
tions in a quadratic way, the equilibrium point when the algorithm finishes is plot in Figure
4.5.















Figure 4.4: Convergence graphic of the proposed method
To analyse the dynamic behavior of the proposed model under a perturbation in the ref-
erence of active power, a change to 50% in the initial active power generate by the converters
in the CIGRE microgrid benchmark test system is programmed, and the new equilibrium
point is founded. The results shown that the model maintain the dq0 voltages on the system
near the rated point. The model took into account modification in the injected currents in
order to reach the programmed value on the active power as presented in Figure 4.5.
On the other hand, the islanded equilibrium point is presented in Table. 4.1 (this equi-
librium take into account the initial programmed values on active and reactive power and
droop constants present in the annex section). From Table. 4.1 it is worth notice that the
nodal voltages are near to the expected value 1 pu even when the microgrid is operate on
islanded mode, this is due to the action of droop control, the same thing pass with the grid
frequency the primary control is able to stablish the value in f = 58.89 Hz.
In order to validate the proposed hypothesis to obtain this values in Figure 4.6 and Figure
4.7 are presented the simulation results. In Figure 4.6 is depicted the way as the grid fre-
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Figure 4.5: Comparison of equilibrium point when a perturbation of 50% step down in
nominal active power on CIGRE microgrid was programmed.
quency and slack voltage vary, with the aim of carrying the slack current |Is| to 0 as is show in
Figure 4.7. From this results is important notice that the system is now operating on islanded
mode, so that the mentioned hypothesis is confirmed. Additionally in Figure 4.8 is presented
graphically the solution of the optimization problem (4.4), there is shown as the slack current
comes to |Is| = 0 and confirm the values of w and Vs that ensure the microgrid disconnection.
A last simulation, shows as the equilibrium point computed by the proposed power flow
algorithm for islanded microgrids, is similar to the calculated by the proposed optimization
problem. In Table 4.2 is presented a comparison between the magnitude voltages solution
from the proposed islanded Newton power flow (NIPF) and the magnitude voltages obtained
with the optimization and contraction mapping method (OP-CM) presented in Table 4.1.







q ). The other relevant variable is the grid frequency the NIPF take 10
iterations to finish the process and this variable has a value of 59.99 Hz.
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Node # Voltages axis 0 [pu] Voltages axis d [pu] Voltages axis q [pu]
1 0 0.974 0
2 0 0.974 0.0001
3 0 0.973 0.0008
4 0 0.968 0.0002
5 0 0.9747 0.0044
6 0 0.9804 0.0094
7 0 0.9808 0.0131
8 0 0.9810 0.0172
9 0 0.9892 0.0243
10 0 0.9933 0.0273
11 0 1.0285 0.0118
12 0 0.9257 0.0030
13 0 0.9942 0.0120
14 0 1.0118 0.0367
15 0 0.9680 0.0018
16 0 0.9743 0.0008
17 0 0.9805 0.0006
18 0 0.9956 0.0021
19 0 1.0434 0.0641
Table 4.1: Results of islanded voltages in dq0 reference frame with proposed optimization
method.
4.5 Summary of the Chapter
In this chapter the main objective was to find the CIGRE microgrid islanded equilibrium
point, ad hoc, initially was presented a dq0 three-phase power flow, this is based in a contrac-
tion mapping (CM) iterative algorithm, that consider the complete microgrid model i.e lines,
loads, and converters models into the system, as well as, that the microgrid is connected to
the main grid. With this CM algorithm on simulations performed in Matlab was computed
the equilibrium point for the grid connected microgrid, but, like this point is not the desired
point, then, a homotopy that allow find the islanded equilibrium point was proposed. This
idea was presented in a graphical way so that it is easily understood. The mathematical
process comprises solve an optimization problem (OP) that use the CM algorithm as re-
strictions and the objective is minimize the slack injected current. Some simulation results
was also present, such as, the islanded equilibrium point and the evolution on the OP solution.
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Figure 4.6: Dynamical behaviour of slack voltage and microgrid angular frequency
In order to compare and validate the results of the proposed OP-CM algorithm, a non-
conventional islanded power flow based in Newton’s method (NIPF) was proposed. It consider
a phasor grid modelling that was also presented. The method performance was validate via
simulation using the same microgrid. The results of both methods was compared and it is
noticeable that there is a small difference, it is due to that the OP-CM used a more complex
and detailed microgrid model, i.e coupling between phases and model converter, unlike to
the NIPF that only take into account a single phase representation.
As was mentioned the proposed algorithms allow compute the microgrid equilibrium point
quickly, it can gives the possibility for real time implementation. However, an inspection of
the algorithms process shows that its requires the systems parameters, for example distribu-
tion lines parameters, controllers parameters of the converters, droop constants, etc. Since,
these values are not always available due to the privacy in the information that is desired by
the owners of the microgrid assets, some limitations may arise.
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Figure 4.8: Objective function evolution and convex solution space of the proposed OP-CM
method to find the islanded microgrid equilibrium point.
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Node # Voltage NIPF [pu] Voltage OP-CM [pu] |Error|
2 0.9870 0.9740 0.0130
3 0.9870 0.9730 0.0140
4 0.9883 0.9680 0.0203
5 0.9908 0.9747 0.0160
6 0.9932 0.9804 0.0128
7 0.9911 0.9809 0.0102
8 0.9890 0.9812 0.0078
9 0.9890 0.9895 0.0005
10 0.9924 0.9937 0.0013
11 1.0001 1.0286 0.0284
12 0.9763 0.9257 0.0506
13 0.9998 0.9943 0.0056
14 0.9999 1.0125 0.0126
15 0.9899 0.9680 0.0219
16 0.9934 0.9743 0.0191
17 0.9969 0.9805 0.0164
18 0.9999 0.9956 0.0043
19 1.0002 1.0454 0.0451
Table 4.2: Comparison of Islanded equilibrium voltages obtained with both proposed models.
Chapter 5
Small signal stability
On the scientific literature, the studies related to microgrids are mainly focus on the design
of system capacity [54], system modeling and simulation [55, 56], power quality [57], power
generation operation and control [58,59], while rarely are presented stability studies [60,61].
Thus, the study on stability of microgrids is especially important. To contextualize the
stability of microgrids includes two parts:
• Transient stability (TS): It is related with large disturbances.
• Small signal stability (SSS): It is related on small disturbances sense (It is the study
case of this research).
Small-signal stability (SSS) is an analysis associated with the ability of a power system to
maintain synchronism in the presence of small disturbances, i.e small generation and/or load
changes [18]. This analysis comprise assessing the stability of an equilibrium point. When
the analysis is made under small disturbances, the system behavior can be studied via the
theory of linear systems around an equilibrium point [62].
The stability of an equilibrium point can be evaluated by eigenvalue analysis according to
the Lyapunov criterion [63], which states that an equilibrium is be stable in the small-signal
sense, if all eigenvalues have negative real part. In the other case, the equilibrium point is
unstable if at least one eigenvalue is located on the positive side of the real axis on the com-
plex plane. This dominant eigenvalue analysis from the eigen-analysis is called the critical
eigenvalue, and is possible determine the association to the state variables it is investigated
through a selective modal analysis [64, 65]
58
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In the following a linear stability analysis for the CIGRE microgrid presented in the
Chapter 3 will be described, this with the aim of prove, using the eigenvalue-analysis, how
is affect the stability of the system when the generation change. It is important to establish
some limits of exchange power between distributed renewable resources and loads.
The dynamical microgrid model is presented in Model 2 (recall that the model is in dq0
reference frame), so the model has 6N + 2C differential equations with N equal to nodes
number and C as the converters number into the microgrid. In model 2, Vs is the slack
Voltage, and JN is the injected current by each converter (2.46). If these model is expand



















































= QN − yQN (5.8)
The set of differentials Equations (5.1) to (5.3) has a non-linear terms, in order to applied
the small signal theory this system must be linearised around at an equilibrium point, to get
the state matrix and check the system eigenvalues. The process comprises write the system














where the state variables vector ∆X = [∆x1,∆x2]
T are defined as in (5.10) and ∆u
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represent the inputs vector. The other 4 individual sub-matrices A11, A12, A21, A22 of A are
composed by partial derivatives as is presented in (5.11), these 4 sub-matrices and B matrix


















































































































































The next step to finally with the system linearisation is to evaluate each derivative term
in A, on the islanded microgrid equilibrium point. So, A is a constant matrix that is depend
of the conditions under the microgrid is analyzed. In what remains, the islanded microgrid
stability analysis is presented using the resulting lineal state space microgrid model.
5.1 Results
Before presenting the chapter results it is important recall the main results obtained in each
chapter. The Chapter 2 is dedicated to study the converter model, there the conventional
model of VSC is compared whit a proposed simplified model, where a simulation result show
that is possible use these simplified converter model instead of the complex complete model.
With this, the model of one of relevant elements into the microgrids is defined.
The Chapter 3 is dedicated to the grid model (it comprises lines and loads), there is
proposed a three-phase grid conected microgrid model i.e. there is a slack node. This three-
phase model is then presented on dq0 reference frame and to more suitable analysis and
results visualization a average model is proposed. So, with the Chapter 3 results is addressed
the rest of elements into the microgrid.
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The Chapter 4 collect the proposed models in the previous chapters, in order to find the
equilibrium point of the CIGRE microgrid test system under a specified operative condition.
To achieve it, there are proposed some algorithms that allow find that point. Other impor-
tant contribution in this chapter is that both connected microgrid and islanded microgrid
equilibrium points are presented.
At this point is where all the results obtained in each of the previous chapters converges.
So, this section is dedicated to show the results of the eigenvalues stability analysis. Here
a simply simulations will show the islanded microgrid stability under a specific operative
condition.
As was mentioned above the critical eigenvalue analysis comprises compute the state ma-
trix eigenvalues i.e. eig(A). So, it requires initially to evaluate all the derivatives in (5.11)
on the islanded equilibrium point presented in Table. 4.1. The resulting A matrix was com-
puted in a script in Matlab, it is not presented due to the big dimensions, but instead the
eigenvalues are presented in Table 5.1.
From Table 5.1 is noticeable that all the system eigenvalues has negative real part, in other
words it is traduced in that the system is stable under the operative conditions presented in
the section A on the annex. For studying system stability, the slow and poorly damped poles
will be of main interest, and from the above listed eigenvalues it can be observed that the
system has ten real poles and some complex conjugate poles close to the origin, with respect
to the rest as is shown in Figure 5.1.
Re ×104







109 to 118         
Figure 5.1: Location of microgrid system eigenvalues in complex plane
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Table 5.1: Microgrid system eigenvalues under islanded operation
λ1,2 = −2895.68± j87016.53 λ31,32 = −2710.47± j52676.55 λ87,88 = −1112.21± j1874.17 λ87,88 = −2643.22± j3434.05
λ3,4 = −2997.86± j87012.30 λ33,34 = −2417.82± j51846, 95 λ61,62 = −2254.11± j23590.84 λ89,90 = −2221.86± j30184.95
λ5,6,7,8 = −20044.41± j76847.71 λ35,36 = −3203.44± j49995.90 λ63,64 = −1483.01± j22998.63 λ91,92 = −2274.01± j30336.54
λ9,10 = −1823.92± j77208.05 λ37,38 = −2002.90± j49533.44 λ65,66 = −1129.84± j4194.37 λ93,94 = −1971.66± j4114.50
λ11,12 = −1833.02± j77206.08 λ39,40 = −2309.34± j38499.50 λ67,68 = −727.39± j7496.72 λ95,96 = −494.23± j4072.75
λ13,14 = −1805.85± j77120.71 λ41,42 = −3159.77± j43327.85 λ69,70 = −2283.37± j21964.67 λ97,98 = −1252.38± j9438.45
λ15,16 = −1806.40± j77120.62 λ43,44 = −2898.67± j42673.04 λ71,72 = −1881.92± j13721.31 λ99,100 = −1335.37± j9198.31
λ17,18 = −20920.05± j27536, 97 λ45,46 = −3168.89± j42369.93 λ73,74 = −2860.08± j19529.77 λ101,102 = −1026.70± j16738.54
λ19,20 = −2505.20± j58084.51 λ47,48 = −2464.17± j41855.69 λ75,76 = −1802, 48± j18987.51 λ103,104 = −1094.74± j21001.57
λ21,22 = −4031.92± j57524.62 λ49,50 = −844.46± j33179.43 λ77,78 = −2545.34± j17405.32 λ105,106 = −980.25± j20879.23
λ23,24 = −3611.91± j57336.68 λ51,52 = −1443.57± j34340, 14 λ79,80 = −1614.77± j15360.88 λ107,108 = −793.48± j16707.83
λ25,26 = −3804.22± j57359.73 λ53,54 = −3715.63± j38645.51 λ81,82 = −2022.20± j37364.50 λ109,110,111,112,113 = −24.39
λ27,28 = −2993.92± j54550.35 λ55,56 = −2295.67± j25937.01 λ83,84 = −820.01± j9361.65 λ114,115,116,117,118 = −28.57
λ29,30 = −2834.67± j54719.22 λ57,58 = −2595.14± j25384.75 λ85,86 = −1390.81± j34279.94
As already seen from the eigenvalues analysis, the system is stable with the parameters
and operating conditions specified in Table A.1. However, the small signal microgrid model
can be utilized to investigate the dynamic characteristics of the system under various op-
erating conditions and with various system parameters. To illustrate this, the eigenvalue
trajectory of the system when sweeping the active power reference in the full operating range
from -5.5 pu to 5.5 pu is shown in Figure 5.2.
As already explained, the steady state frequency and operating conditions of the system
will change if the power reference is changed while the load is kept constant. However, the
eigenvalues trajectory in Figure 5.2 shows that the system eigenvalues are highly influenced
by the change of power reference, indicating that variations in the steady state operating due
to the active power-frequency and reactive power-voltage droop will have significant impact
on the microgrid stability if the changes are very large.
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Figure 5.2: System eigenvalue trajectory with power reference swept from -5.5 pu to 5.5 pu
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Positve real part eigenvalues
Figure 5.3: Zoom of system eigenvalue trajectory with power reference swept from -5.5 pu
to 5.5 pu
5.2 Summary of the Chapter
On this chapter a small signal stability analysis for the CIGRE microgrid was described.
Here a mathematical linearisation of the non-linear model for three-phase CIGRE microgrid
was presented in order to analyze the system stability. The stability analysis was performed
based on the eigenvalue criterion, this with the purpose of analyse the system stability under
a specific operative condition.
A variety of operative cases were tested in order to compare the stability under small
and big changes in the power delivered by the converters. A routine to compute the state
matrix A and find the eigenvalues in each reference power value was designed. The principal
test consider that the microgrid was operated in islanded mode with nominal conditions, the
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stability results shows that the system is stable since all the eigenvalues are places in the
complex left-half complex plane as is show in Figure 5.1.
The second section of results shows how the system eigenvalues moves as the power varies
in a range that considers large and small disturbances. From here it was possible to conclude
that the system is stable under small perturbations in the power delivered by the converters.
Conclusions
A complete dynamic model for three-phase microgrids and smart distribution systems was
presented. The model considered the coupling effect between phases and a detailed repre-
sentation of the distribution lines. A dq0 reference frame was selected in order to simplify
the representation of the system and to obtain an autonomous dynamical system. A simpli-
fied model of the power electronic converters was also considered using the Akagui/Aredes
power theory and a first order representation of the internal dynamics associated to the con-
trol. This model was compared to a complete vector oriented control. Simulation results
demonstrated both models present very similar behaviour and hence, the first order model
is a suitable representation for power electronic converters, with the advantage of reduced
number of parameters and state variables.
The response of both the complete and the simplified models have the characteristic of
a first order dynamical system. The performance demonstrated to be highly related with
the tuning of the PI controllers in the VOC strategy. Thus, the dynamical response of the
controllers define the order of the simplified model.
An efficient algorithm for finding the equilibrium point in the dq0 reference frame was also
presented and tested. This algorithm was also used to generate a second model in which the
dynamics associated to the inductive and capacitive components of the grid were neglected.
Due to the effcient implementation of this algorithm, the model was solved and the results
were similar, but with a reduced number of iterations and a larger time step. However, the
complete model was prone to numerical oscillations requiring a very reduced time step. The
same phenomenon was identified using Matlab-Simulink, especially when the transmission
lines were modelled in detailed. Therefore, the proposed average model is an excellent alter-
native that can be scaled to general modelling of the power electronic converters.
The equilibrium point was also analyzed in islanded operation. In this case, the problem
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was recasted as an optimization model that minimizes to zero the current that is injected by
the main grid. A Newton method based on phasor representation was also proposed. These
algorithms are a non-conventional way to find the equilibrium point. The equilibrium point
found by both models were very similar, the small difference is related with the grid model
used by each one and also with the random process used to solve the OP in the first algorithm.
The model in dq0 considered mutual inductance between phases whereas the phaso-model
was a single-phase equivalent. Since both models presented similar results, it is possible to
conclude that the mutual inductance have little effect on the final results
The complete proposed dq0 microgrid model describes a non-linear model in time domain,
therefore, a linear stability analysis was presented. This is achieved by eigenvalues analysis
theory. The results showed that the primary control is capable to keep stable microgrid under
small perturbations.
Future research
A random search algorithm was implemented to find the equilibrium point in islanded op-
eration under the reference frame dq0. The space of feasible solutions seems to be convex,
however, this was not demonstrated analytically. As future work the idea is solve this opti-
mization problem using convex optimization in order to demonstrate convergence and global
solution.
Other interesting work can be to carry out a transient stability analysis in order to evaluate
some operating conditions, for example including the secondary control scheme to evaluate
the change in the frecuency and voltage references in to the primary control. An equal area




The CIGRE microgrid consists of four types of elements, nodes, lines, loads and converters.
This system is composed by 19 nodes including the slack node, 18 distribution lines that
using 5 wire types, to supply the power delivered by converters to residential loads, as is
possible to observe in Figure. 3.1.
It includes 5 non-conventional sources from all currently important (or emerging, but
promising) technologies, such as photovoltaics, microturbines (CHP generation), wind tur-
bines and fuel cells. Specific technical details, models for individual sources are beyond the
scope of this thesis, so that only installation locations and sizes are indicated. The total
installed capacity of the microsources and the load demand are presented in Table 7.2 and
Table 7.3 respectively. The microgrid nominal power and voltage are 100 kW and 400 V.
The microgrid topology is defined in Table A.5, there are presented the lines as well as
the nodes that are interconnected with its, also a coefficient that relate the line type used
with the parameters of each line stretch present in Table A.6.
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Table A.1: Specified locations of load and generation power values for low voltage CIGRE
microgrid
Node PA[kW ] PB[kW ] PC [kW ] Pmax[kW ] Qmax[kW ] KP [kW/Hz] KQ[kV Ar/V ]
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
11 14.5 14.5 14.5 30 30 -5.50 -5.21
12 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
13 15.3 15.3 15.3 30 30 -5.60 -5.25
14 12.8 12.8 12.8 45 45 0 0
15 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
16 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
17 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
18 18.5 18.5 18.5 50 50 -5.60 -5.41
19 15.8 15.8 15.8 30 30 -5.67 -5.28
Table A.2: Converters generated power
Node PA [kW ] PB [kW ] PC [kW ]
1 0 0 0
2 0 0 0
3 0 0 0
4 0 0 0
5 0 0 0
6 0 0 0
7 0 0 0
8 45 45 45
9 0 0 0
10 0 0 0
11 0 0 0
12 60 60 60
13 0 0 0
14 0 0 0
15 40 40 40
16 0 0 0
17 0 0 0
18 0 0 0
19 0 0 0
Table A.3: Load power demand
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Table A.4: Microgrid topology description and wire parameters
Node 1 Node 2 Length [m] Type
1 2 35 1
2 3 35 1
3 4 35 1
4 5 35 1
5 6 35 1
6 7 35 1
7 8 35 1
8 9 35 1
9 10 35 1
3 11 30 2
4 12 30 3
6 13 30 4
10 14 30 3
4 15 35 1
15 16 35 1
16 17 35 1
17 18 30 1
9 19 30 2
Table A.5: Interconnection microgrid nodes
Type Rph [ohm/km] Xph [ohm/km] Ro [ohm/km] Xo [ohm/km] Cap [µF/km] Name
1 0.284 0.083 1.136 0.417 0.38 OL - Twisted cable 4x120 mm2
2 3.690 0.084 13.64 0.472 0.05 SC - 4x6 mm2 Cu
3 1.380 0.082 5.520 0.418 0.18 SC - 4x16 mm2 Cu
4 0.871 0.081 3.480 0.409 0.22 SC - 4x25 mm2 Cu
Table A.6: Wires parameters
Appendix B
Mathematical Background
B.1 Properties of the Kronecker product
Given two matrices A = [a]m×n and B = [b]p×q then the Kronecker product A⊗B is defined
as the following matrix
A⊗B =

a11B . . . a1nB
...
...
am1B . . . amnB
 (B.1)
This product has the following properties
(A⊗B)> = A> ⊗B> (B.2)
(A⊗B)−1 = A−1 ⊗B−1 (B.3)
(A⊗B)(C ⊗D) = (ac)⊗ (BD) (B.4)
∂(A⊗B) = (∂A)⊗B + A⊗ (∂B) (B.5)
A⊗ (B + C) = A⊗B + A⊗ C (B.6)
A⊗B 6= B ⊗ A ; in general (B.7)
αaA⊗ αbB = αaαb(A⊗B) (B.8)
(A⊗ h)A−1 = 1⊗ h ; if h is a vector (B.9)
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B.2 State matrix A
In Chapter 5 is carry out a linearisation process, there were presented the 4-submatrices that
composed the state matrix A, by space matter the full expression not were located in that
section. The complete expressions to replace the equilibrium point and construct the linear
system model is given in matrices (7.10) to (7.12).
A11 =

C−10 (−G0−C0·(B0⊗In)) 018x18 018x18 C
−1
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 05x18 05x18 05x18 05x18 05x18 05x18
















0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
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